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Abstract - The endovascular surgery benefits patients 
due to the miniature wound and fast healing, but to 
achieve this kind of goal need the doctor with superb skill 
in order to not made damage to the patients. A training 
system is desperately in need. The training system is 
cooperated with VR simulator system, which could 
simulate the movement of the catheter. To get the novice 
surgeons get trained, a controlling device makes training 
system effective. At the same time, the feedback system 
also provides advantages for training. The performance is 
evaluated from the displacement in VR system and force 
feedback from haptic device. The results demonstrate that 
the operation error is less than 10%.  The purposed 
training system provides a effective way which combined 
the VR catheter system and force feedback system. 
 
Index terms - Virtual-reality simulator; Haptic force 
feedback; Training system; Collision detection 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Endovascular surgery has been the focus of many recent 
studies due to its advantages like small incisions, less blood 
loss, quicker recovery over the traditional surgeries. Even 
some commercial companies like Hansen Medical and 
Catheter Robotics Inc. have developed catheter robotic 
systems such as Sensi (Hansen Medical) [1],[2] and Amigo 
(Catheter Robotics Inc.) [3] to assist surgeons. But the high 
costs of purchase and maintenance limit commercial products 
use widely. Therefore, a number of investigators have put their 
efforts on catheter robotic system development. Arai et al. [4] 
at Nagoya University used the linear stepping mechanism 
inspired by mechanical pencil to move the catheter step by 
step. Yogesh et al. [5] developed the remote catheter 
navigation system which allowed surgeons operating real 
catheter. Furthermore, our lab designed master-slave 
catheterization system [6],[7] is displayed in Fig.1. The tele-
operated system design protected surgeons from fluoroscopic 
X-ray exposure during catheter guide intervention and the 

design of catheter manipulator was to imitate surgeon’s hand 
inserting catheter procedure. 

But nowadays, many novice surgeons are need to be 
trained due to the high cost of the catheter robotic system. 
Surgeons have to be trained in order to decrease the dangerous 
for patients while the surgery. Traditionally, the training is by 
mentored method and with the extra excises on animals or 
anatomic phantoms. But this kind of training is lack of 
feedback and the experienced surgeons got is unstructured. 
Considering this, a virtual-reality based training system is a 
promising way to help novice surgeons with a risk-less 
environment. Moreover, the evidence from Yale and 
Grandtcharov showed that VR-trained participants made 
significantly fewer intraoperative errors than the standard-
trained participants. 

Apart from these complete systems, some researchers 
focused on building up the VR system, such as graphic 
rendering, model behavior of vascular (tissue) or instruments. 
The virtual-reality simulator began with 3D volumetric model 
construction. Through the acquired image data, the vascular 
geometric model was generated [14],[15]. To strengthen the 
realistic visualization, vascular deformation was essential. The 
mass-spring model was a common method in real-simulator 
[16] because of its superiority in computation. Compared with 
mass-spring model, another widely used method was finite 
element [17]. To take advantage of both methods, [18],[19] 
proposed to use mass-spring model for simulation but the 
spring coefficient was determined by finite element method to 
improve precision. Except for tissue model construction, the 
catheter and guide wire modeling was studied by Tang et 
al.[20] who used elastic rod model for guide wire simulation. 
But this method was only suit for slender body. [21] presented 

Fig.1  Master-slave Catheterization System 

 



a hybrid modeling approach which used nonlinear elastic 
cosserat rods for guidewire shaft and generalized bending 
model for flexible tip.  

So many effort have been made in the recent years, 
there’s also some of the defects need to be solved. The former 
VR system research is how to replicate the realistic 
environment of the surgery, such as building the well-made 
blood vessel model and catheter model. But to replicate the 
novice surgeons’ action and make them feel the feedback using 
the VR system is what researchers should pay more attention.  

With consideration above, we built up a device 
simulating the movement of the novice surgeon which closer 
to the surgery environment. The structure of this paper is 
organized by following parts: First part is the relative 
researches and the purpose of this research. Then the design 
and controlling part is in section II. Section III is experimental 
setup and evaluation. Last part of the paper have given the 
conclusions. 

 
II. PROPOSED TRAINING SYSTEM 

A. Overview 
The proposed controlling system is consists of two parts. 

The first part is hardware part, this part is the novice surgeons’ 
mainly operating part. When the novice surgeons are operating 

the device, this part will receive the moving and rotating action 
of the surgeons’ operation, then transport the data to VR 
system. The second part is VR system, from the data collected 
from hardware, it make the moving or rotating of the catheter 
visible, that makes surgeons understand thier own operating, 
when the collision happened, VR system also issue data to 
hardware as feedback. The schematic of the system was shown 
in Fig.2. In the VR platform, the vascular geometrical model 
and physical model have been done by our previous works 
[22][23]. 
B. Hardware 

For hardware part, the haptic device we choose is 
Phantom Omni. The Phantom Omni enhances productivity and 
efficiency by enabling the most intuitive human/computer 
interaction possible, the ability to solve problems by touch. 

The Phantom Omni model is the most cost-effective 
haptic device available. The Phantom Omni system’s high 
fidelity force feedback senses motion in 6 degrees of freedom 
providing the best, most realistic 3D Touch sensation for any 
application. This device could help us to feel the point of the 
stylus in all axes, and track its orientation (pitch, roll and yaw).  

Considering the attributes of Phantom Omni, we 
purposed a controlling method to control the VR system and 
did some programming work based on it. First, the tip of the 
device is keep steady as Fig.4, until the novice surgeon give 
the device a axis force to make the tip get displaced, at this 
time, the device will also gives reversed force to against the 
novice surgeon as resistance as Fig.5. The more displacement 
Phantom Omni device get, the more resistance force it gives. 
That means, where ever the novice surgeons move it, the 
resistance force could always drive the Phantom Omni device 
to the steady position. 

Fig.2 schematic of the system 

Fig.3 Phantom Omni Device with force feedback test 

Fig. 4 Steady position of Phantom Omni device 



Assume the trainee moving the catheter forward. The 
trainee’s hand exerted pulling force on the Phantom Omni 
device, that displacement is also measured by it, then sent the 
signal to the VR system. After that, the computer that 
connecting the Phantom Omni device calculates the 
displacement and gives how the resistance force drives. If 
there is any collision happened in VR training system, the 
Phantom Omni device also could give another resistance force 
and vibration to trainee’s hand. The formula of the resistance 
force is followed as: 

                          rR kDF                                     (1) 
In Eq(1), FR is resistance force, ΔD is the displacement 

from steady position, kr is a constant which can be modified in 
the programming. 

At the same time, the displacement could also give a force 
to the VR catheter system. By force feedback, novice surgeons 
could feel the catheter is in there hand. Our team made this is 
in order to help novice surgeons could feel the force feedback 
to get better training experience and effect.  
C. Program 

As the visual assistance for training system, the VR is 
capable to simulate the scenario where the virtual catheter 
moves in the vessels according to physician console side’s 
commands. At the same time, the image information related 
directive notification module (DNM) is integrated into VR 
platform. On one hand, the DNM aims to enhance the 
perception of catheter tip acting area and inform the trainee 
maneuvering catheter in relatively safe space. On the other 
hand, the DNM is able to develop the hand-eye coordinate by 

cooperating with the Phantom Omni haptic device.[8] The 
visualization thread is circulated and contributes to exhibit the 
latest motion of catheter and vessel. The VR platform work 
flow is displayed in Fig.6. The visualization thread is 
circulated and contributes to exhibit the latest motion of 
catheter and vessel.  

The programming tool we choose Unity3D, Unity could 
create any 2D or 3D processing. It is easy to deal with, could 
make the processing highly-optimized. What’s more, Unity has 
integrated services to speed up the development process, 
optimize the processing, connected with an audience. Based on 
these we build a new 3D model based on Unity3D, which 
exists both catheter, blood vessel and guide wire was shown in 
Fig.7. 

Blood vessel 3D model was based on a real glass model, 
which consist with straight blood vessels, curved blood 
vessels, lesions and bifurcation of the blood vessel. These four 
characteristics are very representative during the training of 
the endovascular surgery.  

The movement of the catheter and guide wire in VR 
system rely on the signal from the Phantom Omni device, 
when the displacement happens, the computer will calculate 
the displacement value and the catheter or the guide wire get a 
signal then get a speed due to the displacement’s value, that 
means the catheter or guide wire get a action of insertion as 
Fig.8. We didn’t choose accelerate as a dimension to control 

Fig.6 VR platform work flow chart 

Fig. 8 The insertion of catheter and guide wire. 

Insertion 

Fig. 7 New 3D model based on Unity3D 
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Fig.5 The relationship of the direction of resistance force and 
displacement 



the catheter and guide wire because of the acceleration is 
uncontrollable, speed is more easy and intuitive to compare 
with accelerate. 

After this, we build a tele-communication system in order 
to achieve tele-operating or tele-training. At the same time, the 
program also returns data to host computer in order to give 
signal to Phantom Omni device as a force feedback system. If 
the collision of the guide wire and blood vessel happened, the 
program will return a set of data to the Phantom Omni device 
that to describe the feedback of the VR system by resistance 
force and vibration.  
 

III. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION 

The VR simulator was executed on 64 bit computer with 
four processors (Intel 3.07GHz) and 16GB RAM. Using the 
version of 5.5.0f3 of the Unity 3D programming software. 
Using the blood vessel model is based on a glass blood vessel, 
import it into the Unity 3D during the experiment. The virtual 
catheter was simulated by a chain of 1 mm diameter and 5mm 
long cylinders with the angular limited joints. In the Unity 3D, 
the safety range was set exceeding 2.5mm and warning range 
was beyond 1mm but less than 2.5mm. Because of the 
attributes of the mesh collider of the Unity 3D, the collision 
detection is less than 1mm in average. In the VR training  
system, the ways to transform the data with Phantom Omni 
device is by TCP/IP protocol.  

To assist the evaluation of the experiment, we do 5 times 
of operation in different displacement of the Phantom Omni 
device, record the data by VR training system as Fig.9. The 
Unity 3D software could provide the 3 axis of the catheter or 
guide wire. Then comparing the real moving distance with it in 
VR system to verify the accuracy of the device. The Phantom 
Omni Device displacement is by reading the encoder and 
reading the position which the Phantom Omni device sent to 
the computer. The results were shown in Table.1.  
We found that there is some error during the experiment, for 
each time period, the real average speed is lower than the 
speed we purposed. The error is much bigger when the 
displacements get bigger. The reason we found why there is 
error is because of the latency, it is caused that the data could 

not import to the computer on time, another problem is the 
vibration of the hand, causing the displacement of the Phantom 
Omni device not steady, the data that transport to the computer 
get some error and the insertion distance get the error.  

To evaluate the Phantom Omni’s accuracy, we build up 
another program to test when the Phantom Omni device get the 
displacement, how much the resistance force device gives. As 
the method above, the more distance Phantom Omni device 

Experiment No. 1 2 3 4 5 

Displacement of 
Phantom Omni 

(mm) 
5 10 15 20 25 

Purposed speed 
in VR (mm/s) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Real average 
speed in VR 

(mm/s) 
0.97 1.94 2.90 3.87 4.82 

Displacement in 
VR traning 

system in 5 sec 
(mm) 

4.85 9.70 14.50 19.35 24.10 

Fig.9 Insertion distance measuring method 

Table.1 5 times experiment displace result 

Fig.10  Phantom Omni displacement recording 

Fig.11 Average insertion in VR system per 5mm displacement of 
Phantom Omni for 10 seconds 



get, the more resistance force Phantom Omni gives, the 
resistance force are given below. 

In this figure, blue line is the resistance force Phantom 
Omni gives in real, red line is purposed force the device 
should give. We can find that there’s also some errors during  
the experience, the error is about 0.06N, this problem is due to 
the Phantom Omni’s motor’s problem. The experience got a 
basic success. 

 
IV.CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a VR-based training system is realized  
which not only provides visualization but also haptic force  for 
trainee. The visualization in VR simulator displays the  virtual 
catheter moving procedure in the vessels as well as real blood 
vessel. Meanwhile to foster the hand-eye coordination, the 
Phantom Omni device will apply resistance on catheter. To do 
the preliminary evaluation, we have analyzed force and 
displacement in VR for surgery safety. From the catheter  
navigation and force evaluation, the error could hold in about 
10%. Future work is to add some functions in the VR model, 
such as rotation, collision warning, and import DICOM images 
into the VR system to get patients’ blood vessel model. 
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